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Floor-Mounted Exhaust Fume Hoods 


Fume Hood; Ducted, Exhuast Fume, 304 Stainless Steel, 76" W x 31" D x 96.75" H, 120 V












	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 6, ISO 7, ISO 8
	Safely vents noxious fumes away from the work surface
	Transparent PVC side panels and sliding shield control negative pressure under the hood
	Includes 10" (254 mm)-diameter exhaust flange for connection to exhaust conduit
	Select desired work surface and vapor-sealed or explosion-proof light
	Requires external blower (not included)



• Depth: 31"
• Hood Design: Floor
• Frame Material: 304 Stainless Steel
• Height: 96.75"
• Manufactured by: Terra Universal
• Max Opening: 25" H
• Model: Exhuast Fume
• Sash Design: Manual/Sliding
• Sash Height: 31"
• Shield Type: Vertical
• Type: Ducted
• Width: 76"
• Work Area Dimensions: 73" W x 29" D x 31.75" H
• Unit of Measure: EA





Read more
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Terra Part #: 2400-05A

Manufactured By: Terra Universal







Warranty: 1 year parts, 90 days labor 
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Need Help?

(714) 578-6100

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)
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Want a quote quickly ?
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Terra Part # 2400-05A




$8,080 













Usually ships in 30-40 business days
Want it faster ? Read about FasTrak
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Fume Hood; Ducted, Exhuast Fume, 304 Stainless Steel, 76" W x 31" D x 96.75" H, 120 V
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Details & Specs 





Product Details




	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 6, ISO 7, ISO 8
	Safely vents noxious fumes away from the work surface
	Transparent PVC side panels and sliding shield control negative pressure under the hood
	Includes 10" (254 mm)-diameter exhaust flange for connection to exhaust conduit
	Select desired work surface and vapor-sealed or explosion-proof light
	Requires external blower (not included)

	These hoods are not certified for use with flammable materials
	Specify other desired flange size when ordering
	Steel frame provides sturdy support and isolates hood from work surface

 


Show more






• Depth: 31"
• Hood Design: Floor
• Frame Material: 304 Stainless Steel
• Height: 96.75"
• Manufactured by: Terra Universal
• Max Opening: 25" H
• Model: Exhuast Fume
• Sash Design: Manual/Sliding
• Sash Height: 31"
• Shield Type: Vertical
• Type: Ducted
• Width: 76"
• Work Area Dimensions: 73" W x 29" D x 31.75" H
• Unit of Measure: EA


• Dimensions, Product: 76" W x 31" D x 96.75" H
• Dimensions, Shipping: 82" W x 37" D x 105" H
• Electrical Specifications: 120 V, 15 A, 1,800 W
• Package Type: Crate
• Weight, Product: 631 lb
• Weight, Shipping: 1,016 lb
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Manuals & Resources 




Manuals & Resources



Manual [pdf]


Exhaust Fume Hood 


This manual includes general installation and operating instructions for Terra's Exhaust Fume Hood. 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Stainless Steel Cleaning Guidelines 


This document explains how to properly clean and disinfect stainless steel products. 
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[image: Wall-mount canopy fume hood provides 1200 CFM exhust fume ventilation with 4 blower speeds  |  5015-14 displayed]




Group of 10 products


ValuLine™ Wall-Mount Canopy Fume Hoods


From 

As low as

$1,763 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: XStream Labconco fume hood shown with clean-sweep sash handle and rear downflow dual baffle system  |  1538-32 displayed]




Group of 16 products


Protector XStream Laboratory Fume Hoods by Labconco


From 

As low as

$9,286 



 



Some ship in 25 - 29 days









	 

 


[image: Basic 47 Hood from Labconco (shown with optional base cabinet and work surface)  |  3646-00 displayed]




Group of 8 products


Basic Laboratory Fume Hoods from Labconco


From 

As low as

$6,290 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: Enclosed Safety Shower provides full-body and eye wash while protecting the lab against water and chemical runoff  |  1530-50A displayed]




Group of 3 products


Enclosed Laboratory Safety Shower


From 

As low as

$3,748 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Provides safe, convenient high-pressure dispensing of Nitrogen  |  2002-21 displayed]





Nitrogen Spray Gun, 1/4"NPT, natural





$344 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Provides safe, convenient high-pressure dispensing of nitrogen water  |  2002-22 displayed]





Deionized (DI) Water Spray Gun, 1/4"NPT, natural





$315 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Used to remove a broad range of organic compounds and solvent fumes.  |  1701-90A displayed]




Group of 2 products


Activated Charcoal Filters


From 

As low as

$469 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Modular Three Drawer Unit; Stainless Steel 6"H, 6"H & 6"H  |  1741-24 displayed]




Group of 7 products


Modular Work Station Drawers


From 

As low as

$266 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ISO-Rated mirror provides a visual self-check to enhance compliance with gowning protocol  |  5252-74 displayed]




Group of 3 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mirrors with Integrated LED


From 

As low as

$1,192 



 



Some ship in 20 - 25 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel BioSafe Cleanroom Clipboards provide non-shedding, durable, conductive surfaces, ideal for aseptic environments  |  1350-00A-2 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Clipboards


From 

As low as

$81 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters available with built-in or probe sensors  |  1401-17 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters


From 

As low as

$551 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: 24-Gallon stainless steel ISO 4 BioSafe waste receptacle with a hands free foot pedal.  |  1456-18B displayed]




Group of 10 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$443 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: ValuLine Stainless Steel Trash Cans from Rubbermaid come in 5 different sizes]




Group of 4 products


ValuLine™ Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$385 



 



Some ship in 21 - 23 days









	 

 


[image: The MET ONE HHPC 6+ is a full-featured, six-channel handheld particle counter  |  1505-50 displayed]




Group of 4 products


MET ONE Handheld Air Particle Counters by Beckman Coulter


From 

As low as

$2,163 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  |  1529-68 displayed]




Group of 3 products


PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$16,270 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel Dual Level Gowning Bench  |  1530-35 displayed]





Dual-Level Gowning Bench; 304 Stainless Steel, 36"W x 16"D x 18"H, Free Standing, Square Tube





$843 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Yellow Slimline safety cabinets by Justrite are fire resistant double wall, air insulated and welded steel construction  |  1619-90 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Yellow Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,138 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Undercounter Flammable safety cabinets by Justrite includes dual vents with flame arresters located in the back  |  1619-95 displayed]




Group of 8 products


Sure-Grip® EX Undercounter Flammable Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,033 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX deep SlimLine safety cabinets provides OSHA-, NFPA-compliant protection and containment of flammable materials  |  1618-21 displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® EX Deep Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,858 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: HEPA-filtered FFU coverage provides ISO rated mini-cleanroom environment  |  1870-03B displayed]




Group of 16 products


Softwall CleanBooth™ Vertical Laminar Flow Stations


From 

As low as

$3,162 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Steel cabinet with fingerprint scanner for secure storage of controlled medications  |  1989-10 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Locking Pharmaceutical Security Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,517 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Ion bar kit safely neutralizes charges to protect against electro-static charges. Attaches to inside ceiling of glovebox. Ion bar sold separately.  |  2005-92 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Ionizing Bars


From 

As low as

$548 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: This Ionizing Blow-off Gun neutralizes static surface charges and removes particles with a burst of clean air or nitrogen  |  2005-55 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Cleanroom Ionizing Blow-Off Gun


From 

As low as

$964 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: The MAGNEHILIC® gauge measures and displays pressures; range of model shown: 0 - 1" WC  |  2625-30 displayed]




Group of 18 products


Differential Pressure Gauges/Controllers


From 

As low as

$90 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Choose among 3 different sizes of portable nitrogen generator designs to meet your N2 requirements. Suitable for both industrial and commercial applications.]




Group of 6 products


Nitrogen Gas Generators


From 

As low as

$6,685 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Terra's BioSafe® 304 Stainless Steel Footrests stand up to harsh cleaning agents and provide a firm foot platform while working]




Group of 5 products


Footrests for Labs and Cleanrooms


From 

As low as

$175 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX safety can storage cabinets protect workers, reduce fire risks, and improve productivity by storing hazardous liquids in high performance  |  2820-00A displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® Flammable Liquid EX Safety Can Storage Cabinets from Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,043 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: Corrosive Storage by Justrite features two manual stainless steel doors with 3-point stainless steel bullet latching system  |  2820-09A displayed]




Group of 4 products


Corrosive Storage Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,318 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Respirator kit shown with head cover.  |  2821-00 displayed]





Response Kit: PureAir Bio™, White




Request Quote


 



Usually Ships in 20 - 26 days









	 

 


[image: CompuFlow® Thermo Anemometer measures velocity, volume, temperature, and humidity without changing probes  |  3302-00A displayed]





Anemometer; Digital, Velometer Thermal Anemometer, CompuFlow





$2,244 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 10 days









	 

 


[image: PureDry™ Recirculating Hand Dryers feature ULPA filtration and an integral air return that captures moisture]




Group of 5 products


PureDry™ Cleanroom Hand and Glove Dryers


From 

As low as

$1,835 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Polypropylene chemical transport cart with 12 compartments to transfer 1-gallon jugs and bottles filled with acids and other corrosives  |  3401-00 displayed]




Group of 9 products


Chemical Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$1,559 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ErgoHeight™ tables provide a 15" range of vertical motion; all-stainless steel construction for  |  3504-00A displayed]




Group of 21 products


ErgoHeight™ Electric Height Adjustable Cleanroom Workstations


From 

As low as

$1,705 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days


































Buy Accessories 





Buy Accessories 



	 



 


[image: Ensures safe lighting in the presence of flammable vapors and dusts  |  2400-27 displayed]




Illuminator; Dust-Sealed and Vapor-Proof, 25.8125"W x 7"D x 5"H, 120V, .25A, 17W, 60Hz


 





$320 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Electropolished 304-stainless steel ISO 4 cleanroom table with continuous seam welds; durable, all-welded work station for critical processes  |  9603-07 displayed]




Work Station, BioSafe®; 304 Stainless Steel, Heavy-Duty, Solid Top, 72" W x 30" D x 30" H, A Base




Quick Ship+




48 in stock

 





$1,604 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Solid stainless steel top with a power-coated steel base and telescoping legs  |  1751-00 displayed]




Work Station; 304 Stainless Steel, Solid Top, 72" W x 30" D x 34" H, Powder-Coated Steel A Frame




15 in stock

 





$1,362 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Air flow meter with digital read-out.  |  4952-40 displayed]




AirGard Air Velocity Meter; Installed




Ships Free
Free shipping in contiguous USA



Only 10 left in stock

 





$696 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Shown: Vacupass installed in the interior wall of a biosafety cabinet  |  4642-49 displayed]




Vacu-Pass; Cord and Cable Port Kit, 3.5"Dia x 2.875"L




Quick Ship+




822 in stock

 





$213 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Bring power safely and conveniently to wherever you need it with a full line Plug-In Outlet  |  1681-80 displayed]




Power Strip; 4 Outlets, 120VAC/60Hz, UL Listed Installed




In stock

 





$282 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image:  |  2004-32 displayed]




Power Strip; 6 Outlets, 120VAC/60Hz, UL Listed, Installed




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$298 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Detects and measures hazardous gases and vapors  |  9002-00 displayed]




Toxic Gas Detector System




Only 1 left in stock

 





$740 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Meets demanding daily ventilation requirements of various hood types  |  3650-35 displayed]




Blower; for A2/B2, 1/2 HP, 532-753 RPM, Coated Steel Blower, Labconco, 115 V


 





$2,682 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: FasTrak 24-7 Expediting Service]




FasTrak 24-7 Expediting Service


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System]




Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: White Glove Freight Service]




White Glove Freight Service


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Equipment Testing]




Equipment Testing


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote



























Floor-Mounted Exhaust Fume Hoods



	


[image: Stainless Steel Exhaust Fume Hood]

Stainless Steel Exhaust Fume Hoods


















[image: Stainless Steel Exhaust Fume Hood]





This ducted hood is designed for ventilating non-hazardous fumes (shown with optional work table and drawers)  | 2400-03 displayed
Stainless Steel Exhaust Fume Hoods
This is designed for ventilating non-hazardous fumes generated during soldering, screen-printing, and chemical mixing; includes 10"-diameter duct flange, sliding shield and side panels (shown with optional work table and drawers).




















Features and Benefits


Learn More: Fume Hoods


Print

Copy Copied




Fume Hood Frequently Asked Questions
 Selecting the appropriate fume hood or ductless exhaust hood, ensuring operator protection, and maintaining optimum hood performance can be a monumental task. Asking the right questions will help drive your decision-making process toward the right system for your application and support your standard operating procedures in maintaining a safe environment. 
 Does my work require a fume hood?
 Use of a chemical fume hood is required to enclose work involving toxic gasses, reactive or explosive materials, volatile chemicals, carcinogens, flammable chemicals, hazardous substances and processes producing aerosols or nuisance odors.
 What’s the difference between a ducted fume hood and a ductless exhaust hood?
 Exhaust fume hoods vent air from the work area directly outside of the building by connecting to the facility’s ducted exhaust system. Ductless exhaust, or stand-alone, fume hoods use integral blowers to draw air away from the work area through a set of filters before safely releasing the air back into the ambient lab. Ductless hoods commonly use a two-stage filtration system composed of a charcoal filter for vapor containment and a final HEPA filter for particle containment. Charcoal filters capture chemical vapors with varying degrees of efficiency; review your list of chemicals - along with solvent concentrations and aliquoted volumes - with your fume hood specialist to ensure the appropriate filter is purchased. Laboratory fume hoods are required to safely enclose chemicals, such as methanol, that are not captured efficiently by charcoal filtration. Small-footprint ductless fume hoods fit onto crowded benchtops or into areas of the lab without access to the facility exhaust system. The effectiveness of a ductless exhaust hood is contingent upon regular filter maintenance; talk to your hood specialist or EH&S representative to prepare a standard filter replacement schedule.
 What’s the difference between DH I, DH II, and DH III?
 These acronyms define the different types of ductless hoods outlined by The Scientific Equipment and Furniture Association (SEFA):
 	Ductless Hood I (Type I): These light duty exhaust hoods are equipped with filtration only suitable for non-toxic chemicals, nuisance odors and particulates. They are not required to have a warning sensor for chemical breakthroughs.
	Ductless Hood II (Type II): This type of fume hood meets all DH I requirements, and can filter manufacturer approved toxic contaminants, making it suitable for toxic or hazardous applications. It also includes a chemical detection sensor and alarm in the event of chemical breakthrough beyond the filter. However this design does not provide secondary containment in the event the primary filter fails. 
	Ductless Hood III (Type III): This filtered fume hood is equivalent to a DH II with the added benefit of backup secondary filtration that is the same type and efficiency as the primary filter. DH III hoods also include a sensor between the primary and secondary filter, to ensure secondary filtration is available in case the primary filter fails.

 Do I need a light duty chemical hood or a high-performance fume hood?
 Although the primary purpose of a laboratory fume hood is operator safety, demand has increased for hoods designed to carry lower operating costs and reduced environmental impact. As fume hoods consume an average of 70,000 cubic feet of pre-conditioned air per hour, their operating costs are tied primarily to their air consumption, cited as volumetric rate (CFM) or face velocity (fpm). High-performance fume hoods - also called green ventilation hoods, high efficiency hoods or low-flow hoods – provide the highest level of containment at the lowest operating cost. High-performance fume hoods are designed to safely operate while maintaining a face velocity of 60 fpm, the lowest acceptable ASHRAE performance standard as outlined by SEFA. In addition to reduced face velocities, high efficiency fume hoods can integrate with Variable Air Volume (VAV) building automation systems to ensure minimum allowable room air changes, safe room pressurization and desirable temperature and humidity set points. A conventional light-duty, or by-pass, fume hood carries a lower up-front cost than a high-performance hood, but does not include design features allowing for reduced air volume ventilation or VAV integration. Most light-duty exhaust hoods safely operate at face velocities between 90 – 110 fpm, equal to an increase in air consumption of 30 – 50% annually. To decide between a light-duty chemical hood and a high-performance fume hood, a life cycle cost analysis is required to compare energy cost, ambient climate conditions and usage rate.
 Does my work require a benchtop fume hood, walk-in hood or canopy hood?
 Bench top fume hoods are mounted on an existing work surface, or casework, to create a negative-pressure environment for fume containment. A walk-in fume hood, or floor-mounted hood, includes no work surface or cabinetry, allowing the user to place large items into the hood at floor level. A canopy fume hood is installed on the wall or suspended from the ceiling; it does not include a hood frame or physical barrier between the fume hood area and the ambient lab. Benchtop fume hoods are designed to enclose singular processes on a crowded benchtop, like small-scale solvent evaporation or ethanol extraction. Walk-in fume hoods can accommodate bulk storage systems, like 50-gallon drums, large processing equipment and heavy items transported by lab carts. Canopy exhaust hoods are designed to vent non-toxic materials like heat, steam and nuisance odors emanating from ovens, steam baths or autoclaves.
 Should I purchase a remote blower or dedicated, built-in blower with my lab fume hood?
 Built-in blowers, or exhaust fans, are installed within the body of the fume hood and positioned above the work area. Remote exhaust blowers are installed on the building exterior and connect to the fume hood through a duct system. Built-in blowers are easier to install and less expensive, but can be noisy. As integral, built-in blowers can place sections of the ductwork under positive pressure, thus pushing contaminants through duct leaks back into the lab, they are recommended for non-hazardous applications, short duct runs, or mobile labs. Remote blowers, though more expensive and complex to install, can be sized for the specific situation, taking into account the duct diameter and run length and quantity of 90-degree or 45-degree elbow turns. Remote blowers keep the ductwork under constant negative pressure; any leaks in the duct system will draw air into the duct for exhaust from the building. Remote blowers include exhaust stacks and zero-pressure weather caps, ensuring the exhausted air is terminated at least 10 feet above the roofline to prevent fumes from returning to the building through the HVAC system.
 Which blower should I choose for a ducted fume hood?
 To maintain the safety and containment of your lab hood, selecting the proper motor blower is critical. Exhaust blowers are composed of three materials: steel, fiberglass and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Review your chemical list with your fume hood specialist; steel blowers are designed for low-to-moderate corrosives, fiberglass blowers resist harsh solvent and acids, and PVC blowers can withstand exposure to high corrosives, such as perchloric acid. To determine the proper blower size, or capacity, you must calculate your fume hood resistance, measured is static pressure loss. Fume hood resistance is calculated by accounting for hood face velocity, volumetric rate and static pressure along with exhaust duct diameter, number of duct turns, operating temperature, and facility altitude. Talk to your laboratory hood specialist to calculate your hood resistance and determine an appropriate blower size. Most blowers can safely maintain airflow between 250 – 3,500 CFM.
 If I’m working with flammable chemicals, do I need an explosion-proof hood?
 Not necessarily. All fume hood electrical components are mounted on the corner posts, outside of the flammable vapor trail. Additionally, air constantly exhausting through the work area continually dilutes the air inside the fume hood, creating conditions under which few chemicals reach their lower explosive or flammability limits, according to the NFPA (National Fire Protection Association). Explosion-proof fume hoods are required if a flammable chemical’s concentration exceeds 25% of the LEL (Lower Explosion Limit) or LFL (Lower Flammability Limit). Talk to your fume hood specialist to calculate your dilution factor and volumetric air flow rate, along with each chemical’s LEL and LFL, to determine if an explosion-proof hood is required.
 How do you organize the work area inside a fume hood?
 In general, the work area should only contain supplies and reagents dedicated to ongoing experiments. If you must store equipment - such as balances, centrifuges, hot plates or rotary evaporators - inside the fume hood, please ensure the equipment is located away from the rear air baffles and elevated at least 2” off the work surface. Any equipment, sample racks, or consumables positioned downstream of an experiment may block contaminants from safe exhaust, reducing the effectiveness of the fume hood. All open chemicals must be placed at least 6 inches from the front edge of the fume hood airfoil to prevent eddy currents from pushing the vapors through the front of the hood face. 
 How can I reduce eddy currents in my work zone?
 Eddy currents are sporadic, turbulent airflow patterns generated by disruptions inside the work area or at the hood face. Limiting eddy currents are vital to maintaining containment and operator protection. Keep lab doors and windows closed to prevent extra sources of air from sweeping across the hood face. Restrict personnel traffic near the hood when the shield is raised to prevent cross-drafts. Electrical cords, gas hoses or water lines running into the hood must be inserted underneath the air foil or through petcock connections to ensure the hood shield closes properly. 
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Products Compliant With Your ISO Rating 

Provide Terra with your desired ISO rating. We will tailor the product to meet your rating and supply a certificate of compliance appended to your invoice, to be included in your compliance package. All certificates are archived in Terra's system for quick retrieval.
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Static-Dissipative PVC Sliding Shield, Side Panels 

Sliding shield and side panels made of transparent, chemically resistant static-dissipative PVC help contain fumes and protect operator from spills (select preferred work surface and vapor sealed or explosion-proof light separately).
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Exhaust Duct Connection 

10"-diameter flange allows connection to remote ventilation system for fume removal (explosion-proof ductless models with exhaust fans available).
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Easy-Glide Shield 

Easy-glide counter-weighted sliding shield made of static-dissipative PVC helps protect operator from chemical splashes and fume exposure; extend fully down to optimize containment efficiency.
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Continuous Product Improvement 

At Terra, we strive to develop and produce the highest quality products for our customers to improve health, safety, performance, and yields. Our product quality is enabled by high-grade manufacturing equipment and processes, 45 years of engineering and application expertise, and our commitment to continuously improve.
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Global Customer Base 

At Terra, we are committed to providing top-tier equipment to customers throughout the world. Over the past 5 years, clients in over 100 countries have purchased equipment from Terra.
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Top-Tier Clients 

Terra’s key customers include some of the largest research labs, production facilities and universities in the world
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ISO 5 Vertical Laminar Flow Clean Bench with Automatic Height Adjusting Table 

Automatic height adjusting tables fit perfectly inside free-standing laminar flow clean benches. The separate workstation helps isolate vibration from the fans mounted above the hood. Dual motor electric height adjusting columns beneath the table allow users to quickly raise or lower the work surface without moving equipment off the table.











Popular Accessories

For a full list of accessories, select a product then click Choose Accessories on that product page.



	



[image: Incandescent Explosion-Proof Illuminator]








Explosion-Proof Illuminator 

This incandescent illuminator is rated Class I, Div. 1 and 2 (Groups C and D); Class II, Div. 1 and 2 (Groups E and F); and Class III, Div. 1 and 2 (all groups); suitable for locations in which ignitable mixtures exist under normal conditions.






	



[image: Explosion-Proof 40W LED Light Installed in Fume Hood]








Explosion-Proof 40W LED Light 

UL-listed for Class I, Division 1 and 2, Groups C and D areas, this low profile LED light produces 3,600 lumens and operates from 120 to 277VAC, 50/60Hz. The heat-dissipating housing increases the efficiency and lifespan of the LEDs.






	



[image: Vapor- and Dust-Sealed Lights Installed in Ductless Exhaust Fume Hood]








Vapor- and Dust-Sealed Lights 

Vapor- and dust-sealed fluorescent lights enhance safety in chemical fume hood applications. Impact-resistant polyester housing and acrylic diffuser with two F20T12 lamps for 20 Watts total energy usage; ideal for wet or damp locations.






	



[image: Activated Bonded Charcoal Filter for Fume Scrubbing]








Activated Charcoal Filter 

Activated charcoal filters remove a wide range of chemicals from the airstream to allow ductless fume hood operation. Bonded charcoal minimizes void spaces, improves efficiency, reduces particle sloughing. Not for use with hazardous substances.






	



[image: High Efficiency Particulate Air filter]








HEPA Filters Capture Micro-Contaminants 

HEPA (High-Efficiency Particulate Air) Filters rated 99.99% efficient with particles 0.3 microns and larger in diameter.













Products similar to this one




	 

 


[image: Wall-mount canopy fume hood provides 1200 CFM exhust fume ventilation with 4 blower speeds  |  5015-14 displayed]




Group of 10 products


ValuLine™ Wall-Mount Canopy Fume Hoods


From 

As low as

$1,763 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: XStream Labconco fume hood shown with clean-sweep sash handle and rear downflow dual baffle system  |  1538-32 displayed]




Group of 16 products


Protector XStream Laboratory Fume Hoods by Labconco


From 

As low as

$9,286 



 



Some ship in 25 - 29 days









	 

 


[image: Basic 47 Hood from Labconco (shown with optional base cabinet and work surface)  |  3646-00 displayed]




Group of 8 products


Basic Laboratory Fume Hoods from Labconco


From 

As low as

$6,290 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: Enclosed Safety Shower provides full-body and eye wash while protecting the lab against water and chemical runoff  |  1530-50A displayed]




Group of 3 products


Enclosed Laboratory Safety Shower


From 

As low as

$3,748 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Provides safe, convenient high-pressure dispensing of Nitrogen  |  2002-21 displayed]





Nitrogen Spray Gun, 1/4"NPT, natural





$344 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Provides safe, convenient high-pressure dispensing of nitrogen water  |  2002-22 displayed]





Deionized (DI) Water Spray Gun, 1/4"NPT, natural





$315 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Used to remove a broad range of organic compounds and solvent fumes.  |  1701-90A displayed]




Group of 2 products


Activated Charcoal Filters


From 

As low as

$469 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Modular Three Drawer Unit; Stainless Steel 6"H, 6"H & 6"H  |  1741-24 displayed]




Group of 7 products


Modular Work Station Drawers


From 

As low as

$266 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ISO-Rated mirror provides a visual self-check to enhance compliance with gowning protocol  |  5252-74 displayed]




Group of 3 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mirrors with Integrated LED


From 

As low as

$1,192 



 



Some ship in 20 - 25 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel BioSafe Cleanroom Clipboards provide non-shedding, durable, conductive surfaces, ideal for aseptic environments  |  1350-00A-2 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Clipboards


From 

As low as

$81 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters available with built-in or probe sensors  |  1401-17 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters


From 

As low as

$551 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: 24-Gallon stainless steel ISO 4 BioSafe waste receptacle with a hands free foot pedal.  |  1456-18B displayed]




Group of 10 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$443 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: ValuLine Stainless Steel Trash Cans from Rubbermaid come in 5 different sizes]




Group of 4 products


ValuLine™ Waste Receptacles


From 

As low as

$385 



 



Some ship in 21 - 23 days









	 

 


[image: The MET ONE HHPC 6+ is a full-featured, six-channel handheld particle counter  |  1505-50 displayed]




Group of 4 products


MET ONE Handheld Air Particle Counters by Beckman Coulter


From 

As low as

$2,163 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  |  1529-68 displayed]




Group of 3 products


PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$16,270 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel Dual Level Gowning Bench  |  1530-35 displayed]





Dual-Level Gowning Bench; 304 Stainless Steel, 36"W x 16"D x 18"H, Free Standing, Square Tube





$843 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Yellow Slimline safety cabinets by Justrite are fire resistant double wall, air insulated and welded steel construction  |  1619-90 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Yellow Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,138 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Undercounter Flammable safety cabinets by Justrite includes dual vents with flame arresters located in the back  |  1619-95 displayed]




Group of 8 products


Sure-Grip® EX Undercounter Flammable Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,033 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX deep SlimLine safety cabinets provides OSHA-, NFPA-compliant protection and containment of flammable materials  |  1618-21 displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® EX Deep Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,858 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: HEPA-filtered FFU coverage provides ISO rated mini-cleanroom environment  |  1870-03B displayed]




Group of 16 products


Softwall CleanBooth™ Vertical Laminar Flow Stations


From 

As low as

$3,162 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Steel cabinet with fingerprint scanner for secure storage of controlled medications  |  1989-10 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Locking Pharmaceutical Security Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,517 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Ion bar kit safely neutralizes charges to protect against electro-static charges. Attaches to inside ceiling of glovebox. Ion bar sold separately.  |  2005-92 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Ionizing Bars


From 

As low as

$548 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: This Ionizing Blow-off Gun neutralizes static surface charges and removes particles with a burst of clean air or nitrogen  |  2005-55 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Cleanroom Ionizing Blow-Off Gun


From 

As low as

$964 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: The MAGNEHILIC® gauge measures and displays pressures; range of model shown: 0 - 1" WC  |  2625-30 displayed]




Group of 18 products


Differential Pressure Gauges/Controllers


From 

As low as

$90 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Choose among 3 different sizes of portable nitrogen generator designs to meet your N2 requirements. Suitable for both industrial and commercial applications.]




Group of 6 products


Nitrogen Gas Generators


From 

As low as

$6,685 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Terra's BioSafe® 304 Stainless Steel Footrests stand up to harsh cleaning agents and provide a firm foot platform while working]




Group of 5 products


Footrests for Labs and Cleanrooms


From 

As low as

$175 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX safety can storage cabinets protect workers, reduce fire risks, and improve productivity by storing hazardous liquids in high performance  |  2820-00A displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® Flammable Liquid EX Safety Can Storage Cabinets from Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,043 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: Corrosive Storage by Justrite features two manual stainless steel doors with 3-point stainless steel bullet latching system  |  2820-09A displayed]




Group of 4 products


Corrosive Storage Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,318 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Respirator kit shown with head cover.  |  2821-00 displayed]





Response Kit: PureAir Bio™, White




Request Quote


 



Usually Ships in 20 - 26 days









	 

 


[image: CompuFlow® Thermo Anemometer measures velocity, volume, temperature, and humidity without changing probes  |  3302-00A displayed]





Anemometer; Digital, Velometer Thermal Anemometer, CompuFlow





$2,244 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 10 days









	 

 


[image: PureDry™ Recirculating Hand Dryers feature ULPA filtration and an integral air return that captures moisture]




Group of 5 products


PureDry™ Cleanroom Hand and Glove Dryers


From 

As low as

$1,835 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Polypropylene chemical transport cart with 12 compartments to transfer 1-gallon jugs and bottles filled with acids and other corrosives  |  3401-00 displayed]




Group of 9 products


Chemical Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$1,559 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ErgoHeight™ tables provide a 15" range of vertical motion; all-stainless steel construction for  |  3504-00A displayed]




Group of 21 products


ErgoHeight™ Electric Height Adjustable Cleanroom Workstations


From 

As low as

$1,705 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
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On a tight schedule? Choose FasTrak 24/7 Priority Service to help meet your critical schedule for Terra-manufactured products, either before or after your order is placed.*

	FasTrak 24/7 provides a 24/7 commitment to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times.
	FasTrak 24/7 assigns a dedicated production team plus a dedicated senior expeditor working three shifts to meet your delivery specification.
	FasTrak 24/7 guarantees* to meet the agreed-to specified ship date.


Call for pricing. FasTrak service fees cover costs of additional services only, without additional profit.

 * Terra's FasTrak services limited guarantee: to ship on the ESD or date specified OR to refund up to 100% of FasTrak charges. This guarantee covers no direct, special, consequential or other damages and is strictly limited to up to 100% of the amount paid for FasTrak service. When a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control (vendor performance, deliveries by shipping companies, etc.) and random factors such as accidents, the credit of up to 100% of the FasTrak 24/7 may not apply. FasTrak service requested after order placement will be quoted and accepted based on available time remaining before required ship date.
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 Receive 10% OFF your first order.








Continue
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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